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This is a UNC character submission from IRG including 5 characters with five sources from 

MSAR government with reference to IRGN2430R and one source from TCA with reference 

to IRGN2435R. The two submissions were reviewed by IRG and approved by circulation 

due to COVID-19.   

 

The request (IRGN2430) originally came from Macao Special Administrative Region 

Government (MSARG) in as it is in the process of establishing Macao SAR Information 

Systems Chinese Character Encoding Scheme (hereinafter referred to as the “Scheme”). The 

Scheme sets up the exchange framework to define characters used in Macao for information 

processing and exchange. To address the issue of Macao specific characters, the Scheme 

includes a Macao Supplementary Character Set, abbreviated as MSCS. MSARG is planning 

to publish the Scheme as well as MSCS in 2020 and named the first version of MSCS as 

MSCS-2020. MSCS-2020 will be used as the information exchange encoding standard 

among all departments of MSARG first and made publically available for Macao use. To be 

aligned with ISO/IEC 10646 for computer processing, MSCS originally requested IRG/WG2 

for vertical extension of 6 characters as UNC submission. The checking of these characters 

has included all published versions of ISO/IEC 10646 including Extension G (Unicode 13.0 

Code Chart) as well as IRG Working Set 2017 v5.0 (IRGN2423). 2 characters are found as 

UTC submission in IRG Working Set 2017(See details in the table later). 
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During the first IRG review of MSARG submission by circulation, TCA also found a source 

for one of the characters and thus submitted the UNC submission (IRGN2435). The IRG 

reviewed both IRGN2430 and IRGN2435 and concluded that only 5 characters from 

MSARG should be included as UNC submissions. UTC sources should be included if these 

characters are accepted and withdrawn from IRG Working Set 2017. Based on IRG review, 

MSARG and TCA have both revised their proposal to produce IRGN2430R and IRGN2435R 

respectively and approved by IRG. Blow is the information on the five characters. 

 
 

SN 
Source 

Reference 
PUA 

Macao's 

Glyph 
Remarks 

1 MC-00134 U+EEB8 

 

 

2 
MC-00136 

TC-662B 
U+EEBA 

  This is TCA glyph 

3 
MC-00137 

UTC-02993 
U+EEBB 

 

Included in IRG WS 2017 v5.0 

(IRGN2423): SN 02004 (GDM-00085, 

UTC-02993) 

 This is UTC glyph 

4 MC-00138 U+EEBC 

 

 

5 
MC-00139 

UTC-03009 
U+EEBD 

 

Included in IRG WS 2017 v5.0 

(IRGN2423): SN 00746 (GDM-00031, 

UTC-03009) 

This is UTC glyph 

 

Appendix One is MSARG submission which included introduction to MSCS-2020 and other 

information including horizontal extension and IVD registration. Its appendix B is on UNC 

evidence and attributes.  
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Appendix Two is TCA submission IRGN2435R with evidence and attributes.  

 

Note that since UTC characters were included in IRG WS 2017, evidences were already 

reviewed by IRG during its submission. Thus, the attributes and fonts will be submitted by 

UTC separately if this is approved. 

 

 

 

 

 

End of document 



                                  ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2/WG2  IRGN 2430 R  
                                           Date:  2020-07-02 

This is a revised document of IRGN2430 based on the feedback given by IRG editors 
through circulation (deadline 19 June 2020). The revision is on the handling of MC-00135 
which was originally requested by MSARG for vertical extension as an UNC character. 
Based on all comments given by IRG editors, MSARG agrees to remove MC-00135 from 
UNC (based on UCV #337 without exceptions) and to submit the character for IVS 
registration. Due to the coding structure of MSCS, MC-00135 will be made obsolete, and it 
will be given a new MSCS source reference as ME-8B67-001, where “8B67” is the 
hexadecimal code of the base character in ISO/IEC 10646 and “001” indicates that this is 
the first IVS for this base character in MSCS. All revisions to IRGN2430 given below are 
highlighted for easy reading. Corresponding data files are also revised to reflect the 
decision of IRG and MSARG’s acceptance of this decision. 

1. Summary of Request 

Macao Special Administrative Region Government (MSARG) is in the process of 
establishing Macao SAR Information Systems Chinese Character Encoding Scheme 
(hereinafter referred to as the “Scheme”). The Scheme sets up the exchange framework to 
define characters used in Macao for information processing and exchange. To address the 
issue of Macao specific characters, the Scheme includes a Macao Supplementary Character 
Set, abbreviated as MSCS. MSARG is planning to publish the Scheme as well as MSCS in 
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2020 and named the first version of MSCS as MSCS-2020. MSCS-2020 will be used as the 
information exchange encoding standard among all departments of MSARG first and made 
publically available for Macao use.  

To be aligned with ISO/IEC 10646 for computer processing, MSCS needs to request to 
IRG/WG2 for (1) vertical extension of 5 characters as UNC submission; (2) horizontal 
extension of 255 Chinese characters and 16 symbols; and (3) new IVSes registration of 68 
variants as well as 65 base characters. Details of these requests will be explained in later 
sections. The checking of these characters has included all published versions of ISO/IEC 
10646 including Extension G (Unicode 13.0 Code Chart) as well as IRG Working Set 2017 
v5.0 (IRGN2423). Due to COVID-2019, our proposal cannot be presented in a meeting. 
However, due to its urgency, we appreciate IRG experts to provide review and support 
especially the UNC submissions to be processed quickly. 

2. Introduction of the Scheme 
2.1. Character Sets and Source References of the Scheme 

The Scheme includes the use of three character sets as a collection for information 
exchange in Macao: (1) the Big-5 character set; (2) Hong Kong Supplementary Character 
Set (HKSCS) - 2008; (3) Macao Supplementary Character Set (MSCS). The Big-5 
character set has been used in Macao since Macao uses the traditional Chinese system. Due 
to the close connection with Hong Kong SAR, HKSCS characters are also commonly used 
in Macao and thus should be supported. MSCS will directly use the encoding framework of 
ISO/IEC 10646.  

In the current ISO/IEC 10646 international encoding standard, the source references of all 
ideographs submitted by MSARG are “MAC-nnnnn”, in which “nnnnn” is an MSARG-
assigned source reference code between 00001 and 99999. Now MSARG establishes a new 
set of source references for the Scheme. Under the ISO/IEC 10646 international encoding 
standard, the source references of the Scheme are as follows: 

(1) MB-hhhh is used to refer to all characters in the Big-5 character set, in which “hhhh” is 
the hexadecimal Big-5 code. MB0-hhhh, MB1-hhhh, and MB2-hhhh denote symbols, 
frequently-used ideographs, and less–frequently-used ideographs, respectively, in terms 
of how they are referenced in ISO/IEC 10646. 

(2) MA-hhhh is used to refer to all characters already encoded in HKSCS-2008, in which 
“hhhh” is the corresponding hexadecimal Big-5 code in HKSCS-2008. HKSCS-2008 is 
the last version of the HKSCS that was published with Big-5 code points. 

(3) MC-nnnnn is used for characters vertically extended to ISO/IEC 10646, in which 
“nnnnn” is an MSCS-assigned source reference code between 00001 and 99999, and 
assigned in sequence. 

(4) MD-hhhh[h] is used for characters horizontally extended to ISO/IEC 10646, in which 
“hhhh[h]” is the four- or five-digit hexadecimal code of the character in the ISO/IEC 
10646 international standard. For characters in the Basic Multilingual Plane (BMP or 
Plane 0), four hexadecimal digits are used. For characters in other planes, five 
hexadecimal digits are used. HKSCS-2016, the latest version of HKSCS, includes 23 
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ideographs and one symbol horizontally extended to ISO/IEC 10646. Since MSCS also 
needs to horizontally extend these characters, MDH-hhhh[h] is used as the source 
reference for these characters to differentiate them from other horizontally-extended 
characters proposed by MSARG. 

(5) ME-hhhh[h]-nnn is used for character variants with registered IVSes, in which 
“hhhh[h]” is the four- or five-digit hexadecimal code of the base character in ISO/IEC 
10646, and “nnn” is an MSCS-assigned number between 001 and 999. For variants that 
share the same base character, “nnn” is assigned in sequence. 

MSCS includes the following three parts: 1) MSARG’s Vertical Extension to ISO/IEC 
10646 (source reference: MC-nnnnn); 2) MSARG’s Horizontal Extension to ISO/IEC 
10646 (source reference: MA-hhhh, MB-hhhh, MD-hhhh[h]); and 3) Macao’s variants 
with registered IVSes (source reference: ME-hhhh[h]-nnn). 

In principle, MSARG only maintains the glyphs and provides fonts for characters in MSCS 
and does not maintain the glyphs of the characters in Big-5 and HKSCS as a whole. For 
characters in Big-5 and HKSCS, MSARG will use the fonts in current computer systems. 
However, for IVSes registration of variants, both variants and the corresponding base 
characters should be registered. In fact, MSARG also needs to maintain and provide the 
glyphs of the base characters in Big-5 and HKSCS for IVSes registration. Therefore, 
MSARG submits the respective base characters in Big-5 and HKSCS in MSCS for IVS 
registration as horizontal extension to ISO/IEC 10646. 

2.2. MSCS-2020 

MSARG is finalizing MSCS-2020, which is planned to be published in 2020 as a part of 
the Scheme. 

MSCS-2020 contains 442 characters, including 426 Chinese characters and 16 symbols. 
The summary of MSCS-2020 is given as follows: 

SN Current Status
Source 

Reference

Number
RemarksChinese 

Character
Symbol

1 New vertical extension 
(UNC characters)

MC-nnnnn 5 This 
submission

2

Already vertically extended 
to ISO/IEC 10646, but the 
glyphs and source 
references need to be 
updated

Change MAC-
nnnnn to MC-
nnnnn

86
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The complete set of MSCS-2020 is provided in Appendix A. 

This submission includes proposed UNC (SN 1), horizontal extension (SN 3 and 4), and 
IVSes registration (SN 7). Their data is provided in Appendix B, C and D , respectively.  

Since standardization will take time, and MSARG will use the ISO/IEC 10646 coding 
framework, unencoded MSCS characters in ISO/IEC 10646 will temporarily be assigned 
with PUA (Private Use Area) code points for font production and exchange before they are 
encoded in ISO/IEC 10646. Based on the use of PUA code points by HKSCS-2008 and 
major suppliers of system and software, MSCS will use the PUA code points ranging from 
EEB8 to F12B for font production for the characters not encoded in ISO/IEC 10646 but 
accepted by MSCS. 

3. Submission of Macao’s Characters 

3
Horizontal extension of MD 
(including MDH) Chinese 
characters

MD-hhhh[h] 
MDH-hhhh[h] 196

This 
submission

4 Horizontal extension of MA 
and MB base characters

MA-hhhh 
MB-hhhh

59 This 
submission

5

Already horizontally 
extended to ISO/IEC 
10646, but the glyph and 
source reference need to be 
updated

Change MAC-
nnnnn to MD-
hhhh[h]

1

6 Symbols in MSCS MD-hhhh 
MDH-hhhh

16

7 New IVSes to be registered, 
excluding base characters

ME-hhhh[h]-
nnn

68 This 
submission

8

IVSes which have been 
registered in the 2016-08-15 
version of the MSARG IVD 
collection, excluding base 
characters

ME-hhhh[h]-
nnn 11

Total 426 16

SN Current Status
Source 

Reference

Number
RemarksChinese 

Character
Symbol
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3.1. Proposed UNC Characters 

In MSCS-2020, 5 characters have not been encoded in ISO/IEC 10646 yet. We checked the 
latest ISO/IEC 10646 standard (including Ext. G in Unicode 13.0 Code Chart) as well as 
IRG WS 2017 v5.0 (IRGN2423) and found 2 characters (MC-00137 and MC-00139) are 
included in IRG WS 2017 v5.0 (IRGN2423). These characters and their source references 
are listed below. Details of their attributes are listed in Appendix B. MSARG would like for 
the 5 characters to be encoded as UNC characters. If this is acceptable by IRG experts, the 
two characters in IRG Working Set 2017 v5.0 (both are proposed by UTC) can be removed 
from IRG Working Set 2017. But, MSARG is willing to accept other solutions if available. 

SN Source 
Reference

PUA Macao's 
Glyph

Remarks

1 MC-00134 U+EEB8

2 MC-00135 U+EEB9

2 MC-00136 U+EEBA

3 MC-00137 U+EEBB
Included in IRG WS 2017 v5.0 
(IRGN2423): SN 02004 (GDM-00085, 
UTC-02993)

It has a similar character: U+8B67 

 

“亷” (U+4EB7) and “廉” (U+5EC9) 

are disunified. 

I n U C S I d e o g r a p h U n i f i a b l e 
C o m p o n e n t Va r i a t i o n s L i s t 
(IRGN2425), most cases of the two 
components  (SN 337) are 
disunified. 

Therefore, this character is proposed as 
UNC. But other suggestions are 
welcome.
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3.2. Proposed Horizontal Extension 

In MSCS-2020, 255 Chinese characters and 16 symbols are to be horizontally extended to 
ISO/IEC 10646. As they are already coded, we have checked all attributes and supplied our 
glyph fonts. Details of these characters are provided in Appendix C. 

The character “𡊐 (U+21290)” in MSCS-2020 was already horizontally extended to ISO/
IEC 10646, but the source reference needs to be changed from MAC-00077 to MD-21290. 
Its glyph also needs to be updated. Since it is not a new horizontal extension request, it is 
not listed in Appendix C, but listed in Appendix A. 

Since symbols are beyond the scope of horizontal extension, 16 symbols included in 
MSCS-2020 are not listed in Appendix C, but listed in Appendix A. 

For IVSes registration of variants, both variants and the corresponding base characters 
should be registered. Therefore, MSARG submits the respective base characters in Big-5 
and HKSCS for IVS registration as horizontal extension to ISO/IEC 10646.  

The basic information of the characters for proposed horizontal extension is as follows:  

4 MC-00138 U+EEBC

5 MC-00139 U+EEBD
Included in IRG WS 2017 v5.0 
(IRGN2423): SN 00746 (GDM-00031, 
UTC-03009)

SN Source 
Reference

PUA Macao's 
Glyph

Remarks

The right component is different from 
“𥄮” (U+2512E): 

 

I n U C S I d e o g r a p h U n i f i a b l e 
C o m p o n e n t Va r i a t i o n s L i s t 
(IRGN2425), many cases of the 
components “王” and “壬” (SN 1) are 

disunified.
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3.3. Proposed IVSes Registration 

In the 2016-08-15 version of the IVD, 11 variants and 10 base characters were registered, 
along with the MSARG IVD collection itself. The pattern for the sequence identifiers is 
M([AB]_[0-9A-F]{4}|C_[0-9]{5}|D_[0-9A-F]{4,5}|E_[0-9A-F]{4,5}_[0-9]{3}). The 
format of the sequence identifiers differs slightly from their source reference: 1) The 
sequence identifiers use underscores in lieu of hyphens per Section 3 of UTS #37; and 2) 
for the base characters in Big-5, MB is used, and not further distinguished as MB1 or MB2. 

MSCS-2020 includes 79 variants, 11 of which were registered the 2016-08-15 version of 
the MSARG IVD collection. The 68 remaining variants still need to be registered. Because 
both the variants and their corresponding base characters need to be registered, there are 65 
base characters and 68 variants included in this submission. This submission therefore 
includes 133 proposed new sequences to be added to the registered MSARG IVD 
collection. All of the variants are included in MSCS-2020. Some base characters are in 
MSCS-2020 proper, but some are also in Big-5 and HKSCS. 

Since the corresponding base characters should also be registered, the number of IVSes in 
the MSARG collection is as follows:   

Current 
Character Set

Source 
Reference

Number of Chinese 
Characters

MSCS MD-hhhh[h] 
MDH-hhhh[h]

196

Big-5 MB-hhhh 17

HKSCS MA-hhhh 42

Total 255

Status
Number

DescriptionBase 
Character

Variant

Registered in 
2016

10 11
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The information of the base characters in Big-5 (MB) and HKSCS (MA) is summarized as 
follows: 

Details of the variants to be registered as well as the corresponding base characters are 
listed in Appendix D. 

The temporary web site for IVSes registration is changed from http://www.iso10646hk.net/
ivd/MSARG/ to https://www.safp.gov.mo/mscs/ivs/. 

4. Contact Information 
Any queries about the information of the characters, please contact: Mr. Clement Chau 
(cchau@safp.gov.mo) and Ms. Cheang Pui Pui (ppcheang@safp.gov.mo). We greatly 
appreciate the effort of all IRG members and ideographic experts. 

Appendix A –MSCS-2020 Character Repertoire 
Appendix B – List of Proposed UNC Characters 
Appendix C – List of Proposed Characters for Horizontal Extension 
Appendix D – List of Proposed Characters for IVSes Registration 

To be 
registered

65 68

• They are to be added to the registered 
MSARG IVD collection. 

• Pattern for the sequence identifiers is 
unchanged: M([AB]_[0-9A-F]{4}|
C_[0-9]{5}|D_[0-9A-F]{4,5}|E_[0-9A-
F]{4,5}_[0-9]{3})

Total 75 79

Status
Number

DescriptionBase 
Character

Variant

Base Characters in 
Big-5 (MB)

Base Characters in 
HKSCS (MA)

Registered in 
2016

1 5

To be 
registered

16 37

Total 17 42
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ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 2/WG 2/IRG 
PROPOSAL SUMMARY FORM TO ACCOMPANY SUBMISSIONS 

FOR ADDITION OF CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPHS TO THE REPERTOIRE OF ISO/IEC 10646 
Submitters are reminded to: 
1.Fill in all the sections below. 

 2. Read the Principles and Procedures Document （P & P） available at http://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~irg/irg/irg45/
IRGN2092PnPv8.pdf  

for guidelines and details before filling in this form. 
3. Use the latest Form from  

http://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~irg/irg/irg45/IRGN2092PnP_BlankDataFile.xls 
See also http://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~irg/irgwds.html for the latest Unifiable Component Variations. 

A. Administrative 

B. Technical – General 

1. IRG Project 
Code:

IRGN2430R    

2. Title: MSARG Proposed 5 UNC characters to WG2

3. Submitter's Region/Country 
Name:

MSARG

4. Submitter Type （National Body/Individual Contribution）: Member body

5. Submission Date: 2020-07-03

6. Requested Ideograph Type （Unified or Compatibility 
Ideographs）

Unified Ideographs

If Compatibility, does the submitter have the intention to register them as IVS 
（See UTS #37） with the IRG’s approval? （Registration fee will not be 
charged if authorized by the IRG.）

No

7. Proposal Type （Normal Proposal or Urgently Needed） Urgently Needed

8. Choose one of the following:

This is a complete proposal Yes

（or） More information will be provided later.

1. Number of ideographs in the proposal: 3

2. Glyph format of the proposed ideographs: （128x128 Bitmap files or TrueType font file） Both

If Bitmap files, are their file names the same as their source references? Yes

If TrueType font file, are all the proposed glyphs put into BMP PUA area? Yes

If TrueType font file, are data for source references vs. character codes provided? Yes

3. Source references:

Proposal on 1 TCA’s UNC character Page  of 1 4

http://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~irg/irg/irg45/IRGN2092PnPv8.pdf
http://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~irg/irg/irg45/IRGN2092PnPv8.pdf
http://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~irg/irg/irg45/IRGN2092PnP_BlankDataFile.xls
http://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~irg/irgwds.html


Do all the proposed ideographs have a unique, proper source reference （member 
body/international consortium abbreviation followed by no more than 9 alphanumeric 
characters）?

Yes

4. Evidence:

a. Do all the proposed ideographs have a separate evidence document which 
contains at least one scanned image of printed materials （preferably dictionaries）?

Yes

b. Do all the printed materials used for evidence provide enough information to track 
them by a third party （ISBN numbers, etc.）?

Yes

5. Attribute Data Format: （Excel file or CSV text） Excel

Proposal on 1 TCA’s UNC character Page  of 2 4



C. Technical - Checklist  

Understanding of the Unification Principles

1. Has the submitter read ISO/IEC 10646 Annex S and does the submitter understand the 
unification principles?

Yes

2. Has the submitter read the “Unifiable Component Variations” （contact the IRG technical 
editor through the IRG Rapporteur for the latest version） and does the submitter 
understand the unifiable variation examples?

Yes

3. Has the submitter read the IRG PnP document and does the submitter understand the 
5% Rule?

Yes

Character-Glyph Duplication （http://www.itscj.ipsj.or.jp/sc2/open/pow.htm contains 
all the published ones and those under ballot）

4. Has the submitter checked that the proposed ideographs are not unifiable with any of 
the unified or compatibility ideographs of the latest version of ISO/IEC 10646? 

Yes

If the checking has been done against an earlier version of ISO/IEC 10646, please 
specify the version? （e.g. 10646:2012）

ISO/IEC 
10646:2014（E）

5. Has the submitter checked that the proposed ideographs are not unifiable with any of 
the ideographs in the amendments, if any, of the latest version of ISO/IEC 10646? 

Yes

If yes, which amendment（s） has the submitter checked?

6. Has the submitter checked that the proposed ideographs are not unifiable with any of 
the ideographs in the proposed amendments, if any, of ISO/IEC 10646?

Yes

If yes, which draft amendment（s） has the submitter checked?

7. Has the submitter checked that the proposed ideographs are not unifiable with any of 
the ideographs in the current working M-set and D-set of the IRG? （Contact IRG chief 
editor and technical editor through the IRG Rapporteur for the newest list）

Yes

If yes, which document（s） has the submitter checked? WS2015, WS2017

8. Has the submitter checked that the proposed ideographs are not unifiable with any of 
the over-unified or mis-unified ideographs in ISO/IEC 10646? （See Annex E of the IRG 
PnP document）.

Yes

9. Has the submitter checked whether the proposed ideographs have any similar 
ideographs in the current standardized or working sets mentioned above?

Yes

10. Has the submitter checked whether the proposed ideographs have any variant 
ideographs in the current standardized or working sets mentioned above?

Yes

Attribute Data

11. Do all the proposed ideographs have attribute data such as the Kangxi radical code and 
stroke count?

Yes

12. Are there any simplified ideographs （ideographs that are based on the policy described 
in簡化字總表） among the proposed ideographs?

Yes

If yes, does the proposal include proper simplified/traditional indication flag for each 
proposed ideograph in the attribute data?

Yes

Proposal on 1 TCA’s UNC character Page  of 3 4
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13. Do all the proposed ideographs have the document page number of evidence documents 
in the attribute data?

Yes

14. Do all the proposed ideographs have the proper Ideographic Description Sequence 
（IDS） in the attribute data?

Yes

If no, how many proposed ideographs do not have the IDS?

15. If the answer to question 9 or 10 is yes, do the attribute data include any information on 
similar/variant ideographs for the proposed ideographs? 

16. Do all the proposed ideographs contains the total stroke count（kTotalStrokes）?

Yes 

Yes
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1. Introduction 

 

This is a revised document of IRGN2433 based on the feedback given by Ken 

Lunde (21 July 2020). We have confirmed with the Dept. of Household Registration, 

M.O.I.(內政部戶政司) that these two characters are used in Taiwanese names: "" 

(the upper-right component ⺾  is three strokes, CNS 13-7A2D) and "" (the 

upper-right component 艹 is four strokes, CNS 12-662B). After discussing with 

M.O.I., we decided to process 12-662B character as UNC. 

 

In IRGN2430, Macao request IRG/WG2 for vertical extension of 6 characters as 

UNC submission. Among them, the 12-662B glyph of CNS 11643 is similar to 

MC-00136. IRG experts all accepted to encode MC-00136 and consequently, TCA 

would like to process 12-662B character as UNC and horizontally extending with 

MC-00136 as the same code. 
 

 

2. Proposed UNC Character 

 

In the CNS 11643, the font of 12-662B shown as “”, similar with MC-00136. The 

source of the character belong to a name. 
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T-source PUA Glyphs MC-source Radical 

Form 

Strokes Total  

Stroke  

IDS FS T/S

TC-662B U+E000 

 

MC-00136 玉 96.0 10 14 ⿰王荣 2 1 

 

3. Evidence 

Fig. 1 CNS 11643 https://www.cns11643.gov.tw/wordView.jsp?ID=812587 
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This TCA UNC character submission consists of the following documents:  

IRGN2344Ra: This document 

IRGN2344Rb:  Proposal summary form to accompany submissions 

IRGN2344Rappendix 1:  An Excel spreadsheet with character attribute 

IRGN2344Rappendix2:  A zip archive of glyph’ bitmap 

IRGN2344Rappendix 3:  Evidences of the character 

IRGN2344Rappendix 4:  A font file containing TC-662B glyph 

 

(End of document) 
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Submitters are reminded to: 
1.Fill in all the sections below. 

 2. Read the Principles and Procedures Document （P & P） available at http://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~irg/irg/irg45/
IRGN2092PnPv8.pdf  

for guidelines and details before filling in this form. 
3. Use the latest Form from  

http://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~irg/irg/irg45/IRGN2092PnP_BlankDataFile.xls 
See also http://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~irg/irgwds.html for the latest Unifiable Component Variations. 

A. Administrative 

B. Technical – General 

1. IRG Project 
Code:

IRGN2433    

2. Title: TCA’s Proposal on 1 TCA’s UNC to IRG

3. Submitter's Region/Country 
Name:

TCA

4. Submitter Type （National Body/Individual Contribution）: Member body

5. Submission Date: 2020-7-28

6. Requested Ideograph Type （Unified or Compatibility 
Ideographs）

Unified Ideographs

If Compatibility, does the submitter have the intention to register them as IVS 
（See UTS #37） with the IRG’s approval? （Registration fee will not be 
charged if authorized by the IRG.）

No

7. Proposal Type （Normal Proposal or Urgently Needed） Urgently Needed

8. Choose one of the following:

This is a complete proposal Yes

（or） More information will be provided later.

1. Number of ideographs in the proposal: 1

2. Glyph format of the proposed ideographs: （128x128 Bitmap files or TrueType font file） Both

If Bitmap files, are their file names the same as their source references? Yes

If TrueType font file, are all the proposed glyphs put into BMP PUA area? Yes

If TrueType font file, are data for source references vs. character codes provided? Yes

3. Source references:
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Do all the proposed ideographs have a unique, proper source reference （member 
body/international consortium abbreviation followed by no more than 9 alphanumeric 
characters）?

Yes

4. Evidence:

a. Do all the proposed ideographs have a separate evidence document which 
contains at least one scanned image of printed materials （preferably dictionaries）?

Yes

b. Do all the printed materials used for evidence provide enough information to track 
them by a third party （ISBN numbers, etc.）?

Yes

5. Attribute Data Format: （Excel file or CSV text） Excel
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C. Technical - Checklist  

Understanding of the Unification Principles

1. Has the submitter read ISO/IEC 10646 Annex S and does the submitter understand the 
unification principles?

Yes

2. Has the submitter read the “Unifiable Component Variations” （contact the IRG technical 
editor through the IRG Rapporteur for the latest version） and does the submitter 
understand the unifiable variation examples?

Yes

3. Has the submitter read the IRG PnP document and does the submitter understand the 
5% Rule?

Yes

Character-Glyph Duplication （http://www.itscj.ipsj.or.jp/sc2/open/pow.htm contains 
all the published ones and those under ballot）

4. Has the submitter checked that the proposed ideographs are not unifiable with any of 
the unified or compatibility ideographs of the latest version of ISO/IEC 10646? 

Yes

If the checking has been done against an earlier version of ISO/IEC 10646, please 
specify the version? （e.g. 10646:2012）

ISO/IEC 
10646:2014（E）

5. Has the submitter checked that the proposed ideographs are not unifiable with any of 
the ideographs in the amendments, if any, of the latest version of ISO/IEC 10646? 

Yes

If yes, which amendment（s） has the submitter checked?

6. Has the submitter checked that the proposed ideographs are not unifiable with any of 
the ideographs in the proposed amendments, if any, of ISO/IEC 10646?

Yes

If yes, which draft amendment（s） has the submitter checked?

7. Has the submitter checked that the proposed ideographs are not unifiable with any of 
the ideographs in the current working M-set and D-set of the IRG? （Contact IRG chief 
editor and technical editor through the IRG Rapporteur for the newest list）

Yes

If yes, which document（s） has the submitter checked? WS2015, WS2017

8. Has the submitter checked that the proposed ideographs are not unifiable with any of 
the over-unified or mis-unified ideographs in ISO/IEC 10646? （See Annex E of the IRG 
PnP document）.

Yes

9. Has the submitter checked whether the proposed ideographs have any similar 
ideographs in the current standardized or working sets mentioned above?

Yes

10. Has the submitter checked whether the proposed ideographs have any variant 
ideographs in the current standardized or working sets mentioned above?

Yes

Attribute Data

11. Do all the proposed ideographs have attribute data such as the Kangxi radical code and 
stroke count?

Yes

12. Are there any simplified ideographs （ideographs that are based on the policy described 
in簡化字總表） among the proposed ideographs?

Yes

If yes, does the proposal include proper simplified/traditional indication flag for each 
proposed ideograph in the attribute data?

Yes
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13. Do all the proposed ideographs have the document page number of evidence documents 
in the attribute data?

Yes

14. Do all the proposed ideographs have the proper Ideographic Description Sequence 
（IDS） in the attribute data?

Yes

If no, how many proposed ideographs do not have the IDS?

15. If the answer to question 9 or 10 is yes, do the attribute data include any information on 
similar/variant ideographs for the proposed ideographs? 

16. Do all the proposed ideographs contains the total stroke count（kTotalStrokes）?

Yes 

Yes
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AppB_MSCS_UNC

		Seq.No.		a) Source Reference 		Macao's Glyph		b) Glyph Image File Name		c) KangXi Radical Code		d) Stroke Count 		e) First Stroke		Total Stroke Count 		f) T/S (traditional 0, or simplified 1)		g) IDS (Ideographic Description Sequence)		h) Similar/ Variants 		i1) File Name of Evidence Image		Optional Information 

		1		MC-00134				MC-00134-200702.bmp		30.0		10		4		13		0		⿰口窄		No		E_MC-00134.png

		2		MC-00136				MC-00136-200702.bmp		96.0		10		2		14		1		⿰王荣		No		E_MC-00136.png

		3		MC-00137				MC-00137-200702.bmp		85.0		9		1		13		0		⿱甫氽		No		E_MC-00137.png		Included in IRG WS 2017 v5.0 (IRGN2423): SN 02004 (GDM-00085, UTC-02993)

		4		MC-00138				MC-00138-200702.bmp		109.0		4		1		9		0		⿰目王		U+2512E		E_MC-00138.png

		5		MC-00139				MC-00139-200702.bmp		32.0		9		4		12		0		⿰土郎		No		E_MC-00139.png		Included in IRG WS 2017 v5.0 (IRGN2423): SN 00746 (GDM-00031, UTC-03009)
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Readme:
1. Ming_MSCS font file contains 442 characters  (426 Chinese characters and 16 symbols) in MSCS, which are maintained by MSARG. 
2. The current font file includes all the IVS variants and corresponding base characters in MSCS, for which variation selectors are temporarily assigned for font production if they are not yet formally registered in Unicode. They will be changed upon formal registration.
3. Since base characters should also be registered, the existing code point of the base character and IVS both map to the same glyph of the base character in the font file. In terms of actual usage and presentation in Unicode Character Code Charts, the base characters are MA, MB, MC, and MD characters in MSCS, so the mapping table lists only their code points in the form of U+xxxxx. Their IVSes will be registered in IVD.
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		Number		T-Source Code		Source		Proposed Code Point		PUA		Glyph		Imagine Name		IDS		Radical		Radical Form		Strokes		Total Strokes		First Stroke		KX Index		Pronunciation		T/S		Traditional Form		Code Point for Traditional Form		Evidences

		1		TC-662B		TCA				U+E000				TC-662B.bmp		⿰王荣		96		王		10		14		2		96.1		róng		1		𤪤		U+24AA4		TC-662B.PNG
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Mapping

		SN		New Source Reference		Existing MAC 
Source Reference
(to be replaced with the new ones)		UCS Code		Macao's Character

		1		MA-876E				U+21D5E		𡵞

		2		MA-895A				U+53D8		变

		3		MA-8E50				U+7AB0		窰

		4		MA-8EA7				U+7D89		綉

		5		MA-8EA8				U+7DAB		綫

		6		MA-8ECB				U+7FFA		翺

		7		MA-8ECC				U+26489		𦒉

		8		MA-8F77				U+8534		蔴

		9		MA-8FA8				U+270F0		𧃰

		10		MA-8FBC				U+8846		衆

		11		MA-8FEB				U+4615		䘕

		12		MA-9059				U+5EF8		廸

		13		MA-9068				U+90A8		邨

		14		MA-90C4				U+96B6		隶

		15		MA-90CC				U+26410		𦐐

		16		MA-914B				U+98EC		飬

		17		MA-9264				U+93C6		鏆

		18		MA-92C3				U+2070E		𠜎

		19		MA-92F4				U+5ACF		嫏

		20		MA-93C3				U+25584		𥖄

		21		MA-94C7				U+27741		𧝁

		22		MA-94DC				U+556B		啫

		23		MA-9557				U+9A63		驣

		24		MA-9652				U+9938		餸

		25		MA-96EE				U+701E		瀞

		26		MA-96FD				U+217B5		𡞵

		27		MA-97A3				U+56A4		嚤

		28		MA-97E1				U+493E		䤾

		29		MA-9856				U+36C7		㛇

		30		MA-9967				U+4397		䎗

		31		MA-9AFB				U+4E78		乸

		32		MA-9D55				U+59F8		姸

		33		MA-9E46				U+976D		靭

		34		MA-9E4A				U+9176		酶

		35		MA-9E5A				U+8E2D		踭

		36		MA-9F76				U+97C8		韈

		37		MA-A05F				U+936E		鍮

		38		MA-F9D7				U+92B9		銹

		39		MA-FAA4				U+51D1		凑

		40		MA-FCF0				U+237C2		𣟂

		41		MA-FD42				U+6A0B		樋

		42		MA-FE41				U+7215		爕

		43		MB1-A9E4				U+62D0		拐

		44		MB1-ADC5				U+5029		倩

		45		MB1-AF75				U+771F		真

		46		MB1-B0E8				U+5557		啗

		47		MB1-B1D2				U+555F		啟

		48		MB1-B4D3				U+690D		植

		49		MB1-B5AE				U+7B51		筑

		50		MB1-B5D7				U+83C1		菁

		51		MB1-BFAC				U+7FF1		翱

		52		MB1-C052				U+975C		靜

		53		MB2-CAC0				U+5C8D		岍

		54		MB2-CB4C				U+6C67		汧

		55		MB2-CC64				U+5CAD		岭

		56		MB2-D072				U+833A		茺

		57		MB2-E3C8				U+84A8		蒨

		58		MB2-E6F8				U+7FEC		翬

		59		MB2-F4D4				U+8B67		譧

		60		MC-00001		MAC-00001		U+2A731		𪜱

		61		MC-00002		MAC-00002		U+2AF47		𪽇

		62		MC-00003		MAC-00003		U+2C480		𬒀

		63		MC-00004		MAC-00004		U+2B487		𫒇

		64		MC-00006		MAC-00006		U+2AEF3		𪻳

		65		MC-00007		MAC-00007		U+2AF13		𪼓

		66		MC-00008		MAC-00008		U+2AEF5		𪻵

		67		MC-00009		MAC-00009		U+2C2CB		𬋋

		68		MC-00010		MAC-00010		U+2B334		𫌴

		69		MC-00011		MAC-00011		U+2B090		𫂐

		70		MC-00012		MAC-00012		U+2A9B4		𪦴

		71		MC-00013		MAC-00013		U+2C786		𬞆

		72		MC-00014		MAC-00014		U+2B062		𫁢

		73		MC-00015		MAC-00015		U+2BC90		𫲐

		74		MC-00016		MAC-00016		U+2CAC3		𬫃

		75		MC-00017		MAC-00017		U+2ADEB		𪷫

		76		MC-00018		MAC-00018		U+2B3DC		𫏜

		77		MC-00019		MAC-00019		U+2B017		𫀗

		78		MC-00020		MAC-00020		U+2A77C		𪝼

		79		MC-00021		MAC-00021		U+2AD65		𪵥

		80		MC-00022		MAC-00022		U+2AB2C		𪬬

		81		MC-00023		MAC-00023		U+2BEA2		𫺢

		82		MC-00025		MAC-00025		U+2CC1A		𬰚

		83		MC-00026		MAC-00026		U+2C2A7		𬊧

		84		MC-00027		MAC-00027		U+2C28F		𬊏

		85		MC-00028		MAC-00028		U+2C386		𬎆

		86		MC-00031		MAC-00031		U+2CB8D		𬮍

		87		MC-00032		MAC-00032		U+2DD99		𭶙

		88		MC-00033		MAC-00033		U+2D4DE		𭓞

		89		MC-00034		MAC-00034		U+2C939		𬤹

		90		MC-00035		MAC-00035		U+2E840		𮡀

		91		MC-00036		MAC-00036		U+2D3DC		𭏜

		92		MC-00037		MAC-00037		U+2EAF8		𮫸

		93		MC-00038		MAC-00038		U+2EB12		𮬒

		94		MC-00039		MAC-00039		U+2E160		𮅠

		95		MC-00040		MAC-00040		U+2E325		𮌥

		96		MC-00041		MAC-00041		U+2DA82		𭪂

		97		MC-00042		MAC-00042		U+2D1F4		𭇴

		98		MC-00043		MAC-00043		U+2DEB7		𭺷

		99		MC-00044		MAC-00044		U+2E2A6		𮊦

		100		MC-00045		MAC-00045		U+2CF7A		𬽺

		101		MC-00046		MAC-00046		U+2C332		𬌲

		102		MC-00047		MAC-00047		U+2C13E		𬄾

		103		MC-00048		MAC-00048		U+2C373		𬍳

		104		MC-00049		MAC-00049		U+2C53B		𬔻

		105		MC-00050		MAC-00050		U+2C046		𬁆

		106		MC-00051		MAC-00051		U+2C428		𬐨

		107		MC-00052		MAC-00052		U+2BC0B		𫰋

		108		MC-00053		MAC-00053		U+2CCE7		𬳧

		109		MC-00054		MAC-00054		U+2DCBB		𭲻

		110		MC-00055		MAC-00055		U+2BBDC		𫯜

		111		MC-00056		MAC-00056		U+2B9AA		𫦪

		112		MC-00057		MAC-00057		U+2C032		𬀲

		113		MC-00058		MAC-00058		U+2E420		𮐠

		114		MC-00059		MAC-00059		U+2C277		𬉷

		115		MC-00060		MAC-00060		U+2CBCB		𬯋

		116		MC-00061		MAC-00061		U+2C295		𬊕

		117		MC-00062		MAC-00062		U+2C05D		𬁝

		118		MC-00063		MAC-00063		U+2C5CB		𬗋

		119		MC-00064		MAC-00064		U+2C4E5		𬓥

		120		MC-00065		MAC-00065		U+2BA28		𫨨

		121		MC-00066		MAC-00066		U+2C838		𬠸

		122		MC-00067		MAC-00067		U+2C239		𬈹

		123		MC-00068		MAC-00068		U+2E886		𮢆

		124		MC-00069		MAC-00069		U+2E19E		𮆞

		125		MC-00070		MAC-00070		U+2B92A		𫤪

		126		MC-00071		MAC-00071		U+2C1E3		𬇣

		127		MC-00074		MAC-00074		U+2BA60		𫩠

		128		MC-00076		MAC-00076		U+2B8F2		𫣲

		129		MC-00078		MAC-00078		U+2C7D3		𬟓

		130		MC-00085		MAC-00085		U+2DA09		𭨉

		131		MC-00086		MAC-00086		U+2D705		𭜅

		132		MC-00094		MAC-00094		U+2BC84		𫲄

		133		MC-00106		MAC-00106		U+2BFBB		𫾻

		134		MC-00107		MAC-00107		U+2BD77		𫵷

		135		MC-00109		MAC-00109		U+2C370		𬍰

		136		MC-00110		MAC-00110		U+2C1DE		𬇞

		137		MC-00111		MAC-00111		U+2C494		𬒔

		138		MC-00112		MAC-00112		U+2CBBC		𬮼

		139		MC-00113		MAC-00113		U+2C4B0		𬒰

		140		MC-00116		MAC-00116		U+2C3FA		𬏺

		141		MC-00118		MAC-00118		U+2C342		𬍂

		142		MC-00119		MAC-00119		U+2CC43		𬱃

		143		MC-00123		MAC-00123		U+2D4A8		𭒨

		144		MC-00129		MAC-00129		U+2D22E		𭈮

		145		MC-00133		MAC-00133		U+2D1D2		𭇒

		146		MC-00134				U+EEB8		

		147		MC-00136				U+EEBA		

		148		MC-00137				U+EEBB		

		149		MC-00138				U+EEBC		

		150		MC-00139				U+EEBD		

		151		MD-00C2				U+00C2		Â

		152		MD-00C3				U+00C3		Ã

		153		MD-00C7				U+00C7		Ç

		154		MD-00CD				U+00CD		Í

		155		MD-00D1				U+00D1		Ñ

		156		MD-00D4				U+00D4		Ô

		157		MD-00D5				U+00D5		Õ

		158		MD-00DA				U+00DA		Ú

		159		MD-00DC				U+00DC		Ü

		160		MD-00E2				U+00E2		â

		161		MD-00E3				U+00E3		ã

		162		MD-00E7				U+00E7		ç

		163		MD-00F1				U+00F1		ñ

		164		MD-00F4				U+00F4		ô

		165		MD-00F5				U+00F5		õ

		166		MDH-20AC				U+20AC		€

		167		MD-370F				U+370F		㜏

		168		MD-3826				U+3826		㠦

		169		MD-3D72				U+3D72		㵲

		170		MD-3E6F				U+3E6F		㹯

		171		MD-4058				U+4058		䁘

		172		MD-4535				U+4535		䔵

		173		MD-4892				U+4892		䢒

		174		MD-4A29				U+4A29		䨩

		175		MD-4E17				U+4E17		丗

		176		MD-4E96				U+4E96		亖

		177		MD-4E9C				U+4E9C		亜

		178		MD-4F40				U+4F40		佀

		179		MD-4FC6				U+4FC6		俆

		180		MD-4FE2				U+4FE2		俢

		181		MD-507C				U+507C		偼

		182		MD-517F				U+517F		兿

		183		MD-5184				U+5184		冄

		184		MD-5263				U+5263		剣

		185		MD-528E				U+528E		劎

		186		MD-5292				U+5292		劒

		187		MD-52F2				U+52F2		勲

		188		MD-534B				U+534B		卋

		189		MD-53A1				U+53A1		厡

		190		MD-53C4				U+53C4		叄

		191		MD-5449				U+5449		呉

		192		MD-555A				U+555A		啚

		193		MD-5628				U+5628		嘨

		194		MD-5705				U+5705		圅

		195		MD-5711				U+5711		圑

		196		MD-5897				U+5897		増

		197		MD-58E6				U+58E6		壦

		198		MD-5900				U+5900		夀

		199		MD-596C				U+596C		奬

		200		MD-5B49				U+5B49		孉

		201		MD-5BDC				U+5BDC		寜

		202		MD-5BED				U+5BED		寭

		203		MD-5C19				U+5C19		尙

		204		MD-5C2D				U+5C2D		尭

		205		MD-5C5B				U+5C5B		屛

		206		MD-5C84				U+5C84		岄

		207		MD-5DCC				U+5DCC		巌

		208		MD-5E2F				U+5E2F		帯

		209		MD-5F55				U+5F55		录

		210		MD-5F60				U+5F60		彠

		211		MD-5F66				U+5F66		彦

		212		MD-5FB3				U+5FB3		徳

		213		MD-60EA				U+60EA		惪

		214		MD-6226				U+6226		戦

		215		MD-6245				U+6245		扅

		216		MD-63A6				U+63A6		掦

		217		MD-65FE				U+65FE		旾

		218		MD-6646				U+6646		晆

		219		MD-6681				U+6681		暁

		220		MD-66DF				U+66DF		曟

		221		MD-66FA				U+66FA		曺

		222		MD-66FD				U+66FD		曽

		223		MD-678A				U+678A		枊

		224		MD-67BC				U+67BC		枼

		225		MD-67FB				U+67FB		査

		226		MD-683F				U+683F		栿

		227		MD-697D				U+697D		楽

		228		MD-6C97				U+6C97		沗

		229		MD-6DCE				U+6DCE		淎

		230		MD-6DF8				U+6DF8		淸

		231		MD-6E80				U+6E80		満

		232		MD-704E				U+704E		灎

		233		MD-7155				U+7155		煕

		234		MD-71AE				U+71AE		熮

		235		MD-71BB				U+71BB		熻

		236		MD-7232				U+7232		爲

		237		MD-72BE				U+72BE		犾

		238		MD-72D3				U+72D3		狓

		239		MD-738D				U+738D		玍

		240		MD-7399				U+7399		玙

		241		MD-73C1				U+73C1		珁

		242		MD-74C7				U+74C7		瓇

		243		MD-7575				U+7575		畵

		244		MD-769F				U+769F		皟

		245		MD-7700				U+7700		眀

		246		MD-784F				U+784F		硏

		247		MD-790F				U+790F		礏

		248		MD-7930				U+7930		礰

		249		MD-7A25				U+7A25		稥

		250		MD-7A42				U+7A42		穂

		251		MD-7A4F				U+7A4F		穏

		252		MD-7AF8				U+7AF8		竸

		253		MD-7B16				U+7B16		笖

		254		MD-7BB6				U+7BB6		箶

		255		MD-7C18				U+7C18		簘

		256		MD-7D76				U+7D76		絶

		257		MD-7D99				U+7D99		継

		258		MD-7DD6				U+7DD6		緖

		259		MD-7E4E				U+7E4E		繎

		260		MD-7F10				U+7F10		缐

		261		MD-7F99				U+7F99		羙

		262		MD-7FC6				U+7FC6		翆

		263		MD-7FD6				U+7FD6		翖

		264		MD-7FD9				U+7FD9		翙

		265		MD-8068				U+8068		聨

		266		MD-8248				U+8248		艈

		267		MD-8358				U+8358		荘

		268		MD-839F				U+839F		莟

		269		MD-847B				U+847B		葻

		270		MD-84B3				U+84B3		蒳

		271		MD-8550				U+8550		蕐

		272		MD-85AB				U+85AB		薫

		273		MD-85DB				U+85DB		藛

		274		MD-898C				U+898C		覌

		275		MD-899A				U+899A		覚

		276		MD-8A28				U+8A28		訨

		277		MD-8A5D				U+8A5D		詝

		278		MD-8B5B				U+8B5B		譛

		279		MD-8CAE				U+8CAE		貮

		280		MD-9039				U+9039		逹

		281		MD-903A				U+903A		逺

		282		MD-9089				U+9089		邉

		283		MD-90DE				U+90DE		郞

		284		MD-90F7				U+90F7		郷

		285		MD-9125				U+9125		鄥

		286		MD-92AD				U+92AD		銭

		287		MD-9305				U+9305		錅

		288		MD-9332				U+9332		録

		289		MD-9421				U+9421		鐡

		290		MD-95D7				U+95D7		闗

		291		MD-96A0				U+96A0		隠

		292		MD-96EB				U+96EB		雫

		293		MD-9759				U+9759		静

		294		MD-980B				U+980B		頋

		295		MD-9854				U+9854		顔

		296		MD-9980				U+9980		馀

		297		MD-9AD9				U+9AD9		髙

		298		MD-9AE5				U+9AE5		髥

		299		MD-9B30				U+9B30		鬰

		300		MD-9CEF				U+9CEF		鳯

		301		MD-9ED9				U+9ED9		黙

		302		MD-20546				U+20546		𠕆

		303		MD-20C51				U+20C51		𠱑

		304		MD-20C98				U+20C98		𠲘

		305		MD-20FEE				U+20FEE		𠿮

		306		MD-21124				U+21124		𡄤

		307		MD-21290		MAC-00077		U+21290		𡊐

		308		MD-2137C				U+2137C		𡍼

		309		MD-216E9				U+216E9		𡛩

		310		MD-218DD				U+218DD		𡣝

		311		MD-21A24				U+21A24		𡨤

		312		MD-21A74				U+21A74		𡩴

		313		MD-22288				U+22288		𢊈

		314		MD-22E0B				U+22E0B		𢸋

		315		MD-233D6				U+233D6		𣏖

		316		MD-2348D				U+2348D		𣒍

		317		MD-24327				U+24327		𤌧

		318		MD-24902				U+24902		𤤂

		319		MD-24ACE				U+24ACE		𤫎

		320		MD-25423				U+25423		𥐣

		321		MD-254C2				U+254C2		𥓂

		322		MD-25897				U+25897		𥢗

		323		MD-263F9				U+263F9		𦏹

		324		MD-26439				U+26439		𦐹

		325		MD-26B73				U+26B73		𦭳

		326		MD-28A4C				U+28A4C		𨩌

		327		MD-28BCC				U+28BCC		𨯌

		328		MD-2A04F				U+2A04F		𪁏

		329		MD-2A8CF				U+2A8CF		𪣏

		330		MD-2A9AA				U+2A9AA		𪦪

		331		MD-2AE1B				U+2AE1B		𪸛

		332		MD-2B223				U+2B223		𫈣

		333		MD-2BC3E				U+2BC3E		𫰾

		334		MD-2BCA6				U+2BCA6		𫲦

		335		MD-2C317				U+2C317		𬌗

		336		MD-2F821				U+2F821		剆

		337		MD-2F8DB				U+2F8DB		杞

		338		MD-2F98F				U+2F98F		芑

		339		MD-2F9AC				U+2F9AC		蕤

		340		MDH-5151				U+5151		兑

		341		MDH-543F				U+543F		吿

		342		MDH-5AAA				U+5AAA		媪

		343		MDH-5C83				U+5C83		岃

		344		MDH-60A6				U+60A6		悦

		345		MDH-6120				U+6120		愠

		346		MDH-635D				U+635D		捝

		347		MDH-655A				U+655A		敚

		348		MDH-68C1				U+68C1		棁

		349		MDH-6C32				U+6C32		氲

		350		MDH-6D9A				U+6D9A		涚

		351		MDH-7174				U+7174		煴

		352		MDH-7A0E				U+7A0E		税

		353		MDH-7DFC				U+7DFC		緼

		354		MDH-8131				U+8131		脱

		355		MDH-817D				U+817D		腽

		356		MDH-85F4				U+85F4		藴

		357		MDH-8715				U+8715		蜕

		358		MDH-8AAC				U+8AAC		説

		359		MDH-8F3C				U+8F3C		輼

		360		MDH-9196				U+9196		醖

		361		MDH-92ED				U+92ED		鋭

		362		MDH-95B2				U+95B2		閲

		363		MDH-9C47				U+9C47		鱇

		364		ME-36C7-001				U+36C7 E0101		㛇󠄁

		365		ME-36C7-002				U+36C7 E0102		㛇󠄂

		366		ME-4058-001				U+4058 E0102		䁘󠄂

		367		ME-4397-001				U+4397 E0101		䎗󠄁

		368		ME-4615-001				U+4615 E0101		䘕󠄁

		369		ME-493E-001				U+493E E0101		䤾󠄁

		370		ME-4A29-001				U+4A29 E0102		䨩󠄂

		371		ME-4E78-001				U+4E78 E0101		乸󠄁

		372		ME-5029-001				U+5029 E0104		倩󠄄

		373		ME-51D1-001				U+51D1 E0102		凑󠄂

		374		ME-53D8-001				U+53D8 E0101		变󠄁

		375		ME-5557-001				U+5557 E0102		啗󠄂

		376		ME-555A-001				U+555A E0105 		啚󠄅

		377		ME-555F-001				U+555F E0101		啟󠄁

		378		ME-556B-001				U+556B E0101		啫󠄁

		379		ME-56A4-001				U+56A4 E0101		嚤󠄁

		380		ME-59F8-001				U+59F8 E0102		姸󠄂

		381		ME-5ACF-001				U+5ACF E0102		嫏󠄂

		382		ME-5C8D-001				U+5C8D E0103		岍󠄃

		383		ME-5CAD-001				U+5CAD E0102		岭󠄂

		384		ME-5EF8-001				U+5EF8 E0104		廸󠄄

		385		ME-5F55-001				U+5F55 E0103		录󠄃

		386		ME-62D0-001				U+62D0 E0106		拐󠄆

		387		ME-690D-001				U+690D E0107		植󠄇

		388		ME-6A0B-001				U+6A0B E0105		樋󠄅

		389		ME-6C67-001				U+6C67 E0105		汧󠄅

		390		ME-6DCE-001				U+6DCE E0102		淎󠄂

		391		ME-701E-001				U+701E E0109		瀞󠄉

		392		ME-71AE-001				U+71AE E0102		熮󠄂

		393		ME-71BB-001				U+71BB E0101		熻󠄁

		394		ME-7215-001				U+7215 E0102		爕󠄂

		395		ME-771F-001				U+771F E0109		真󠄉

		396		ME-784F-001				U+784F E0104		硏󠄄

		397		ME-7AB0-001				U+7AB0 E0102		窰󠄂

		398		ME-7B51-001				U+7B51 E0106		筑󠄆

		399		ME-7D89-001				U+7D89 E0102		綉󠄂

		400		ME-7DAB-001				U+7DAB E0102		綫󠄂

		401		ME-7FEC-001				U+7FEC E0102		翬󠄂

		402		ME-7FF1-001				U+7FF1 E0101		翱󠄁

		403		ME-7FFA-001				U+7FFA E0102		翺󠄂

		404		ME-7FFA-002				U+7FFA E0103		翺󠄃

		405		ME-833A-001				U+833A E0104		茺󠄄

		406		ME-83C1-001				U+83C1 E0107		菁󠄇

		407		ME-84A8-001				U+84A8 E0106		蒨󠄆

		408		ME-8534-001				U+8534 E0104		蔴󠄄

		409		ME-8846-001				U+8846 E0108		衆󠄈

		410		ME-8846-002				U+8846 E0109		衆󠄉

		411		ME-8B67-001				U+8B67 E0101		譧󠄁

		412		ME-8E2D-001				U+8E2D E0101		踭󠄁

		413		ME-90A8-001				U+90A8 E0107		邨󠄇

		414		ME-9176-001				U+9176 E0101		酶󠄁

		415		ME-92B9-001				U+92B9 E0102		銹󠄂

		416		ME-936E-001				U+936E E0104		鍮󠄄

		417		ME-93C6-001				U+93C6 E0102		鏆󠄂

		418		ME-96B6-001				U+96B6 E0104		隶󠄄

		419		ME-9759-001				U+9759 E0106		静󠄆

		420		ME-975C-001				U+975C E0109		靜󠄉

		421		ME-976D-001				U+976D E0106		靭󠄆

		422		ME-97C8-001				U+97C8 E0106		韈󠄆

		423		ME-98EC-001				U+98EC E0101		飬󠄁

		424		ME-98EC-002				U+98EC E0102		飬󠄂

		425		ME-9938-001				U+9938 E0101		餸󠄁

		426		ME-9A63-001				U+9A63 E0101		驣󠄁

		427		ME-9AE5-001				U+9AE5 E0102		髥󠄂

		428		ME-9ED9-001				U+9ED9 E0102		黙󠄂

		429		ME-2070E-001				U+2070E E0101		𠜎󠄁

		430		ME-20C98-001				U+20C98 E0101		𠲘󠄁

		431		ME-217B5-001				U+217B5 E0101		𡞵󠄁

		432		ME-21A74-001				U+21A74 E0101		𡩴󠄁

		433		ME-21D5E-001				U+21D5E E0101		𡵞󠄁

		434		ME-237C2-001				U+237C2 E0101		𣟂󠄁

		435		ME-25584-001				U+25584 E0101		𥖄󠄁

		436		ME-263F9-001				U+263F9 E0101		𦏹󠄁

		437		ME-26410-001				U+26410 E0101		𦐐󠄁

		438		ME-26439-001				U+26439 E0101		𦐹󠄁

		439		ME-26489-001				U+26489 E0103		𦒉󠄃

		440		ME-270F0-001				U+270F0 E0103		𧃰󠄃

		441		ME-27741-001				U+27741 E0101		𧝁󠄁

		442		ME-2CF7A-001				U+2CF7A E0101		𬽺󠄁







